OPTIMIZING THE CLOUD

ENABLING SECURITY & EFFICIENCY

CONSIDER THIS

87% of government leaders agree they don’t know how or when cyber attacks will affect their organizations.¹

The velocity of threats agencies are experiencing demands a fundamental shift in security posture focused on data centric security.

ACCORDING TO A RECENT FLASH POLL FROM GOVERNMENT BUSINESS COUNCIL:

ONLY 34% of federal leaders consider their agencies’ cloud security operational or advanced

AND 30% of federal leaders say their agency has yet to implement a cloud security architecture

AGENCIES MUST FOCUS ON:
DATA-CENTRIC APPROACHES TO SECURE DATA IN A LIQUID ENVIRONMENT

DATA ENCRYPTION

ABSTRACTED DATA-LEVEL SECURITY CONTROLS

DATA OBJECT ACCESS MANAGEMENT

The top three data centric security approaches leading in government today²

¹ Accenture, Security Strategy Public Service results, September 2016
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